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Test Factory Solution
Why your organisation needs this service
 ou require more flexibility with your software
Y
testing in terms of cost, and availability
of resource
 he business needs to reduce cost with improved
T
processes and reduced head count
 ou want the option of buying separate
Y
components of software testing, without the need
for management overhead

Benefits
Productised delivery
Cost certainty

You want access to cloud based testing

Minimum investment
Tailored Test Factory approach

Service overview
Our Test Factory solution works by utilising
specialist skills to more effectively complete repeatable
services. It reduces management overhead and provides
flexibility of resources which can be ramped up or
down at short notice.
If you don’t need consultancy services there is the
option to just purchase specific artefacts or outputs
at a fixed price.
By procuring services within our Test Factory, you will
benefit from knowledgeable resources which specialise
in creating testing products for similar projects, thus
reducing the production time. The cost model means
that you are charged based on the number of products
purchased from the factory rather than the time taken
to produce them.
Our factory tends to be cloud based with our testers
generally home based or located around the globe only
travelling to client sites when necessary. This greatly
reduces your costs when compared to a more traditional
testing service provision.

Ensures that testing costs are kept to a minimum
 ur solution is cost effective, as you can ‘pick and
O
choose’ your testing products, as and when you
need them
 ur Test Factory solution can offer scope in terms
O
of testing in different environments, devices and
other variables
Why Capita?
Wealth of experience put into Test Factory resources
Using a large number of our testers to test software
simultaneously reduces test cycle time, resulting in
a quicker time to market
We have established partnerships with leading test
tool providers
We tailor our solutions to fit your organisation’s
requirements, rather than adopting a “one size fits
all” approach
Experienced professional test team
Extensive sector knowledge
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